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February 21th: Future Based,
Event on Object Fetishism,
19.00h
February 24th: Finnisage,
with a performance of Ektor
Ntourakos, 17.00h

Unsettled Tensions
Nieuw Dakota’s Start-up program presents
an annual group exhibition for ambitious and
emerging artists. The third edition of Start-up
debuts new work from the 2018 Photography
Department alumni of the AKV | St. Joost
Master Institute, Den Bosch: Corine Aalvanger,
Aubane Berthommé Martinez, Daleen Bloemers,
Daan Muller, Kim Nuijen, Eric Patel and Rik
Schutte. Under the title and theme Unsettled
Tensions, the seven participants guided by
Martine Stig, visual artist and M.A. tutor, have
chosen Guy Debord’s book, The Society of the
Spectacle as a point of departure.
Throughout his 1967 text, Debord critically
unpacks and exposes the contradictions of his
time. He calls for an escape or a resistance to
what he describes as the spectacle: the beating
heart and intersection of Western social life
and modes of production. Bestowed with an
ever-increasing power to share details of our
daily experience, our realities become entangled
with a parallel or false realities;1 humanity,
transformed into passive, isolated spectators
and workers, experiences a loss of unity as it
is force-fed an incessant flow of images which
affect consciousness, interaction and desire. One
of Debord’s most well known aphorisms reads,
“The spectacle is not a collection of images, but
a social relation among people mediated by

images.”2 Ultimately, he warned of an alienation
and hierarchical separation which would
emerge from complacent behavior towards
consumption and each other.
While Debord’s text was written more than
50 years ago, it remains questionable if can
we lay claim to transcending the spectacle’s
logic and domination today. How does the
mediation he describes continue to stake a
claim in our social relations? When can we
stop feeling guilty about watching TV on
a Sunday, slowing down or doing nothing?
And what does our obsession with non-stop
productivity and high-performance culture
really say about us? Did we sign up and enable
this kind of situation by glossing over the terms
of service contract, but still dream of opting
out, a right to refusal? Who is fooling who
when URL meets IRL and vice versa?
In our time, the deluge of images across
media has given rise to an inability to
remember, forget or tell the difference with
everything between “relatable content to
disposable people.”3 Have we lost sight of
the big picture, the means to zoom out and
comprehend ourselves as well as coexistence?
At the same moment, we are sensing there is an
immense desire from our generation around the
world to see something different, a new world.
Nationalism and fear of immigration have
fueled contagious populist movements.

1 | Debord, G. 2014. The Society of the Spectacle (transl. Knabb, K.) Berkeley: Bureau of
Public Secrets: 16-17; 2 | Debord, G. 2014. The Society of the Spectacle (transl. Knabb, K.)
Berkeley: Bureau of Public Secrets: 10; 3 | reallifemag.com/issue-consuming-others/;
4 | Fisher, M. 2010. Capitalist Realism: Is there no alternative?. Winchester: Zero Books: 16-17

Corine Aalvanger
The television is an object
that became a powerful window
to the world and at the same
time the ultimate form of passive
entertainment and escapism. As a
mass medium, it continues to reach
billions of people today, not as an
empty shell, but as limitless options
and on-demand content which
structure culture and representations
of society. Although television can
simply be turned off with the click
of a button, we are unable resist its
allure and domination; by keeping it
on, our focus shifts away from where
we are and who we are with.
On display, the veiled, ‘80’s era
television from Corine Aalvanger’s
childhood refers to the personal
readymade as well as recurring
tensions between the old vs. the
new and the ways that Calvinist
work ethic relates to the spectacle
of capitalism. When the regularly
scheduled 6’ o’clock news comes on,

Shhh from the series SOCIETY! (2018 - 2019)

should one watch television to stay
informed about current events or
turn it off to spend time with family
over dinner? If turning it off is not
option, what would it mean to cover
it instead? Would it somehow filter
the content that came into the home,
but not the message?
Aalvanger’s practice is shaped by
her contentious relationship with her
own personal history. She examines
and reflects upon the link between
issues such as identity, stigmatization
and the way we are conditioned to
see, more often than not, from a single
perspective. www.corineaalvanger.com

Aubane Berthommé
Martinez
Velvet stones 2018-2019: “It’s
a fascination, an obsession. A
gaze at artificial nature. Seeking
answers. Or seeking questions.
It’s an impossible research on the
essence. A seductive process, as
plants seduce insects with colors
and shapes. Un échange entre la
Fleur et le Nez. That exchange
might be fatal, but keeps on being
fruitful. Some craquelures, on a

Owls from the series Birds (2018-ongoing)

And yet, the leftist uprisings of the last few years
have failed to coalesce into a unified front for an
equitable future.
Unsettled Tensions recognizes that the grip of
capitalist realism4 continues to tighten: through
an insatiable addiction to short term profits,
commodification of our attention and the
pressure to perform at work, in relationships and
on the internet. Instead of relegating Debord’s
seminal book to the past, the artist’s works
featured here thematize an effort to understand
its criticality today. With personal approaches,
this group exhibition attempts to demystify
and question the spectacle’s repercussions. By
accepting that we have not escaped the political
and cultural order driven by the spectacle, how
can we start playing again or challenge the
fatalisms of stress, precarity and exclusion?

Aubane Berthommé Martinez
is an explorer. Her open-ended
and continuously evolving
research process considers identity

formation and tries to discern the
relationship between the impact of
our surroundings and supposedly
instinctive human mechanisms.
Berthommé Martinez’s current visual
and conceptual interests are about
masculinities: their definitions,
representations and repercussions.
www.aubanebm.com

Daleen Bloemers

www.instagram.com/daan_muller

Daan Muller
Daan Muller’s work often
reflects on (and responds to) the
implications and pressures of high
performance culture. Society’s
disproportionate focus on ambition,
immediacy and use-value leaves
little space for the unspectacular

Why aren’t you smiling? (2018/2019)

To be perceived, when to look,
when to look away, when to look
slightly too long. To judge, to keep
up appearances, to be judged. To be
happy, to be successful, to be rich, to
be loyal, to be loved, to be good. Not
to be sad, not to be angry, not to be
poor, not to struggle.
In her practice, Daleen Bloemers
focuses on the awkwardness
which appears when you
experience miscommunication
or misunderstanding. Nowadays
everybody is online; even if you
decide not to use social media, you
still have an online identity. Bloemers
uses her own digital identity as
a point of departure to research
the relationship between physical

and unexpected. Using steel,
ceramics, video and text within
his installations, Muller reacts to
the psychological effects of high
performance culture, utilising the
contradictions of his materials. For
‘Wired Contestor’, lethargy, humor
and impatience (manifest in bisque
clay and circuit boards) are forced
to perform a non-stop pulse in
response to the culture industry’s
demand for entertainment.

discomfort and digital identity.
She wonders if we are turning into
digital people. Bloemers works
with photography, installations,
sculptures and collage.
www.daleenbloemers.com

Wired Contestor (2019)

Kim Nuijen
Our brain constantly defines
and re-calibrates the ‘norm’ in every
situation. But what is the norm? The
Spectacle challenges our perception
of reality: what seems true in an
image turns out to be false when
seeing the real object.
The grey card is a photographic
tool used as the norm for a correct
exposure and color correction. Its
concept is that the card shows an
18% reflectance in visible light, or
middle grey. It is the average tone of
the world around us, just in between
black and white on a lightness
scale. As a standardized point of
reference, the grey card confirms the
illusion that we can depict reality
in an image. Various web shops
display images of grey cards, but in
a variety of inaccurate tones. They
reveal the digital world that fails
to depict an object. It symbolizes
how the image no longer refers to
what you see; it has become its own
context, its own truth.

False Variations (2019)

surface. I feel it. Not under my
claws. Under my skin. They wear
soft armors. Ils se vêtissent, se
drapent. They were metallic foam.
They are velvet stones.

We need to come to an
understanding that visual
information has no meaning at all.
It is what we do with the information
that gives it meaning. Our way out
of the Spectacle is to look closely, but
also deeply and to question what it is
that we see in life.
Kim Nuijen’s work focuses on
contemporary culture in relation
to visual media. She questions not
only what we see, but also what we
perceive to be real. www.kimnuijen.com

Eric Patel is interested in systems,
belonging and otherness. As an
artist and researcher, Patel examines
how hidden power dynamics
and knowledge forms built by
colonialism afford the persistence of
violence and structural racism. On
display, his personal essay about
terms of service contracts includes
musings on not only the collective
production agreement executed
between the participating artists,
Nieuw Dakota and Amsterdam
Funds voor de Kunst, but more
importantly, the ways in which
promises are made and kept in
Western culture.
The contract, as an enforcement
device of codified legal terms and
clauses, delivers a special kind of
promise, one that can dominate and
control labor, ownership or relations.
As image and language, the contract
has potential for infinite circulation
and abuse. If one reads between the
lines of an exhibition contract, a
behind the scenes view emerges of
artists, institutions and capital.

Fireproof Safe from the series Peephole,
Gloryhole and Loophole (2019)

Eric Patel

What does it mean then to pay:
to see and be seen, to let others
in or keep them out? Do ethical
duties reside with the self before
the community or should this bond
work in reverse? In The Society of the
Spectacle, Debord’s use of the word
‘mediation’ is interpreted by Patel as
the written, oral or tacit agreements
which we choose to make and
sometimes, are made for us. As the
old adage goes, “When you’ve been
shook your whole life, you know how
to spot a shaker.”
www.instagram.com/eric_patel

Rik Schutte
Deriving from a sensitivity
towards the temporality of his
existence, Rik Schutte’s video
performances often referred to as
Attempts, seek to expose a state
of human incompetence. His 2018
graduation installation at Cultureel
Centrum ‘t Fijnhout in Amsterdam,

includes works in which he tries
staring into the sun and running
through a forest while being
blindfolded. In believing that the
universe is inherently meaningless,
Schutte wonders if humanity’s
essence is ultimately a condition of
powerlessness. In a playful manner,
he explores whether meaning may
be found in the attempt to find it,
paradoxically turning failing into a
successful strategy.
With his latest work, ‘A ttempts
to obtain control’, Schutte aims to

address how automated systems
impose and unify social behaviour.
Through the act of resistance, he
intends to question our current
submissive position towards
technology. If our actions are
increasingly a result of the systems
we are using, then isn’t it necessary
that we persevere in seeking out
alternative ways to interact and
remain autonomous?
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Daan Muller
Kim Nuijen
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Rik Schutte
Guided by Martine Stig
(Visual artist & Tutor at the Master Institute
of AKV St. Joost)
Design by Vivian Bax
www.vivianbax.com / www.studiobax.com
Introduction Text:
Eric Patel & Rik Schutte

Attempts to obtain control (2019)

www.rikschutte.nl

